By Jerry Heaton

On September 4, 2017, the Central Kentucky Computer Society celebrates its
33rd anniversary. The organization was created officially as a non-profit public
charity on September 4, 1984, with the stated purpose of “demystifying
technology” – an appropriate slogan, for the technology of computers in those
early days was somewhat of a mystery, maybe even magical.
“Any sufficiently advanced technology
is indistinguishable from magic.”
Arthur C. Clarke – "Profiles of The Future", 1961 (Clarke's third law)
English physicist & science fiction author (1917 - 2008)

How did it all begin? Nine people got together for the organizational meeting,
and early on they decided to incorporate “for the protection of the officers”
because they weren’t sure what they were getting into. Public records list the
incorporators as David Reed and Arthur Abshire. Reed was an editor of the
Weekender section for the Lexington Herald-Leader. He created “Kentucky.com”
and did other jobs for the paper, and Abshire was, and still is, a practicing
Lexington attorney. “It was David Reed’s idea,” Abshire said. David had gone to
Boston and had seen their computer society and “I thought that was an
interesting idea that might just work in Lexington,” said Reed.
Reed assembled a small group of interested computer users to discuss the idea.
Among those in the initial
meeting were Reed,
Abshire, John Newby,
Mike Pugh, Bill Johnson,
and Fred Povey. There
may have been others,
but when the articles of
incorporation were filed
with the Kentucky
Secretary of State on
September 4, 1984,
Reed and Abshire were
David Reed
Arthur Abshire
listed as “incorporators”
of the Central Kentucky
Computer Society, Inc. and the rest, including Reed, were listed as “directors”.
David Reed was elected the first president and Abshire the treasurer. “I think
John Newby was the vice president and I don’t remember if we had a secretary”,
Abshire said. (Note: the first issue of COMPUTER FILE listed Galge Paulsen as the first secretary.)
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The first official meeting was held October 22,
1984, in the Buckner room at the Herald-Leader
building, located at Main Street and Midland Ave.
“We invited 100, and 60 showed up,” said David

Herald-Leader Photos

CKCS’s first official meeting was held in the Buckner Room of the
Lexington Herald-Leader building at Main and Midland in 1984.

Reed, “and all but
two joined and
paid their dues.”
The dues weren’t
much. Reed
could not recall
the exact amount,
“Maybe between
$5 and $10,” he
said. Initially,
meetings were
idea and problem
sharing
gatherings.

The public found an immediate need for the fledgling organization. Computers of
that day were cranky and often when one pushed its limit beyond the small
amount of memory available, frequently the system would “crash”, but
sometimes, a crash would just occur for no apparent reason. A more modern
reference to a “crash” is “the blue screen of death”. Such events were way too
frequent and typically would result in the loss of data and often hours of work.
Group meetings allowed members to share experiences and sometimes
solutions to the problem of cranky early computers. If nothing better, they could
sympathize with one another.
CKCS grew to several hundred members quickly. On occasions, the young
group invited guest speakers, and surprisingly, nationally known speakers would
agree to address the meetings. Reed named a few including the editors of
InfoWorld, and of Byte magazine, which at the time were sort of the Bible of
computing. “We were meeting in a University of Kentucky chemistry lab then,”
he said. They invited people with Kentucky ties; Jim Gable, product manager for
Apple power PC chip came (that chip was made by IBM for Apple). Apple’s
David Nagle came – he later became CEO of Apple. Representatives from
Microsoft and Lexmark attended more than once, and Richard Katz representing
Quicken was a regular. Bob Brown, a recent CKCS president, added a couple of
well known journalists to the list: Steward Alsop and John Dvorak. Other out-oftown speakers included Guy Kawasaki, Robert X. Cringely and George Bond.
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Fortunately, most speakers came at their own expense as CKCS had no money
for that purpose. CKCS had limited audio-visual equipment for guest speakers to
use. They offered only a 35mm slide projector, a viewgraph and screen.
Speakers usually bought their own visual aids. Some guest programs were
simple presentations with no visuals followed by a question and answer session.
Initially, the society owned no computers – they were just too expensive for the
organization. They relied on members to use their own equipment for the
organization’s benefit.
EARLY COMMUNICATIONS
Early on, the primary ways CKCS had to announce meetings and share
information was to use an ‘electronic bulletin board’ called a “BBS” (bulletin board
system). CKCS member Paul Stackhouse took this as his project to manage.
His title was “SYSOP” (system operator) of the BBS. He ran it out of his home
and it necessitated that CKCS install two phone lines to provide members
access.
To reach the BBS server, a member called a local phone number. Members
could upload a small program they had written to share with other members or
the organization could announce the time and place for a ‘special interest group’
(SIG) meeting. One could leave a technical question and a talented member
likely would leave you an answer within just hours, according to Stackhouse.
Access to the BBS was limited by the number of phone lines. Someone would
have to hang up for another to get to the BBS. CKCS started with just two phone
lines and soon it was necessary to add two more lines. This allowed four
members plus the SYSOP to be online at the same time. When they attempted
to add even more lines to Paul’s house in a residential neighborhood, the phone
company balked. They had ignored the fact that four lines had already been
installed to a private home but if more were needed, they required the
organization to go to commercial phone lines and pay commercial rates.
This, perhaps, had some influence on CKCS board members considering rental
office space.
Another advantage of the bulletin board: since there was no World Wide Web
back then, a member could have his/her first e-mail address – something like
joedokes@ckcs.org. According to Stackhouse, “some people joined CKCS just
to have access to the BBS and their own email. We had no office space so the
bulletin board was sort of the glue that kept the organization together,”
Stackhouse said.
When the world wide web came into being, that eliminated the need of the
bulletin board system. In its day, though, it was invaluable.
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MONTHLY MEETINGS
Early meetings were held anywhere CKCS could get free space – the HeraldLeader building, the Lexington Community College, the UK Equine auditorium
and UK’s White classroom building to name a few.

SOME MONTHLY MEETINGS were held at UK’s Gluck Equine Center, like this one on
September 10, 2001, when Joe Isaac introduced Microsoft Windows XP to CKCS members.
XP went on sale October 1 and four months later, MS reported that it had sold over 400
million copies. Joe photographed this record breaking crowd, which are three photos
pieced together. Little did those present realize that the next morning would be an event in
New York City that would change the lives of Americans forever.

Special Interest Groups (SIGs) met all around the city – anywhere a business
would allow access to their conference or meeting room. Attendance to SIGs
was much as it is today, Paul Stackhouse said, but monthly meetings often might
attract 80 to 100 members and guests. One of the more popular SIGs then
concerned DOS (disc operating system) and was led by Richard Gehlbach.
“David Reed’s fingerprints on the Society run deep and really helped lay the
groundwork for continued success,” commented Stackhouse.
VOLUNTEER WORKERS
Today, it takes about 100 volunteers to do all the things necessary to keep CKCS
running smoothly. Some individuals devote many hours a week to do some of
the technical jobs involving the equipment and management of the organization.
Some SIG leaders and class teachers spend dozens of hours in preparation for a
class, plus class time itself and there are others such as the office supervisor
who dedicates three hours each week to his/her job. No one receives pay –
everyone is a volunteer. There are not many organizations run and managed
only by volunteers with absolutely no paid staff.
Realizing that CKCS is strictly a volunteer organization makes some of the past
accomplishments even more amazing. For eight years, CKCS sponsored and
worked a major computer trade show in Lexington they called CompuLex.
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STARTED COMPULEX – A COMPUTER TRADE SHOW
How did CompuLex get started? Reed said he saw the movie “Field of Dreams”
in which one of the characters said, “If you build it they will come.”
He and Gerald Wells had been to a big computer show in Dayton, Ohio, which
featured a large number of exhibitors renting spaces. On the way back to
Lexington, they discussed the show and decided they thought they could do one
too. That was the beginning.
The first show was held in 1990 at the Ramada Inn at Newtown Pike and
Interstate 75, which later became a Four Points by Sheraton. The cost of renting
the facility for one day was $1,500, which was a bit of a gamble, not only for
CKCS, but also the dozen exhibitors who they had coaxed into participating.
Reed said they were a little worried when, after the event had already been
advertised, the hotel changed its name. They thought the change might kill what
little chance they had for success because people, particulary those from out-oftown, wouldn't know of the change and be able to find the hotel. Even the
dealers were skeptical and didn't bring very much stuff to sell because they
weren't sure anyone was coming. CKCS quickly created a large banner
announcing the show to use at that hotel. A SIG leader, Richard Gehlbach,
climbed on the hotel roof to put that banner in place. “I worried he might fall and
kill himself,” Reed said.
“We surely hoped somebody would show up,” Reed said. “But, we felt much
better when, about 9 o'clock, people began to line up for the 10 o'clock opening.”
Sales by the exhibitors must have been OK according to Reed, because he
overheard an exhibitor talking on the phone to his store downtown, telling them to
close the store down and load up everything they had, and bring it out to the
hotel. So, exhibitors apparently made a profit and the society did as well. CKCS
membership began to grow and the success at the first show started a tradeshow trend that would last for eight years.
The following year the show moved to the Continental Inn on New Circle Road,
which was larger and cost about $2,000 to rent, but it too proved to be
inadequate space for the growing event, reported Bob Brown. “We had seminars
being held under stairways. They were so short of space. Exhibitors were in the
hallways, people were everywhere,” he said.
Reed said the organization was faced with a big decision as it prepared for
CompuLex number three. Should they rent Heritage Hall next to Rupp Arena?
"It was a bold move for a small organization. It was scary," Reed said. "The first
contract was a commitment to spend close to $30,000 for one day rental."
Microsoft pledged a donation of half a truckload of its early operating system
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DOS 6, which could be given to early attendees to the show. When Intuit heard
about the donation, it got involved and gave some copies of Quicken as well. By
purchasing a ticket to the show, early arrivals received nearly $100 worth of
computer programs.
“Needless to say, there was a crowd waiting to get in," Reed said. "It took a lot of
volunteer workers to make it happen, but (after paying expenses) we made a
profit of about $25,000.” The show attracted about 70 exhibitors. Several named
corporations from around the country and stores from Louisville and surrounding
states took part.
CompuLex was held annually each spring for eight years with the last show
being held in 1997. The following pictures were taken by Joe Isaac at that last
CompuLex show.

Gerald Well is pictured at the “operations
desk”. Shareware disks were big sellers.
CKCS produced many hundreds of discs,
which were sold at $3 each. The only
individual identified in the photos below is the gentleman behind the counter at
right, J. A. Jones associated with Transylvania University.

Money earned from ticket sales, shareware sales and similar early projects
enabled CKCS to obtain improved office space and further its non-profit
charitable projects within the community. It also allowed CKCS to obtain
equipment in order to begin SeniorNet classes. Additional support was provided
by IBM, Lexmark and a few other companies.
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COMPUTER FILE NEWSLETTER
At the very beginning, the need of regular communication with members and
potential members was important. David Reed, with his newspaper background,
did the early issues himself. The “master copy” was typed and sent to a ‘daisywheel’ printer, which was so slow it took many hours to print that one copy. “I
would start the printer at bedtime, and the next morning it would be finished,”
Reed said. The master copy was taken to an Econoprint office for copies to be
printed for distribution. “We mailed to members and there were three local
computer stores all of which allowed us leaving free copies for customers. We
got many new members using this system,” he said.
Due to the first few CompuLex computer shows, CKCS membership grew to
more than 1,200 and the main means of communications with members was of
course, the monthly newsletter, COMPUTER FILE. Copies were mailed to all
members, and later on several hundred copies were delivered to the libraries in
Fayette and the surrounding counties in addition to a few local computer stores.
The relationship with the Lexington Herald-Leader
enhanced our public image as they became
involved with the monthly newsletter. Each month
CKCS was having 2000 copies printed for mailing
and distribution, but the Herald-Leader agreed to
add an eight-page supplement to its newspaper
about CKCS once a year and their press run was
105,000 at that time. This meant the annual
CKCS newsletters distributed in those years
totaled 127,000 copies a year (counting those
mailed). When that figure was shared with the
national Association of Computer User Groups,
(ACUG) of which CKCS was a member, people
This insert in the HL announced the first
around the country began to take notice. Even the
CompuLex show in Heritage Hall @ Rupp Arena
big city computer societies couldn’t match that.
CKCS received a national award for its newsletter.
Then one year, the Herald-Leader advertising department made the offer: with
CKCS approval, they would sell advertisement in the CKCS supplement, and
they would agree to include a supplement in the newspaper labeled COMPUTER
FILE once each month. The CKCS news and the HL advertising appeared for
one full year, according to David Reed. Best yet, this saved the Society from
having to print a newsletter for mailing. For that one year, the COMPUTER FILE
distribution total around 1,260,000 copies. The biggest problem CKCS had, was
providing sufficient news stories and information to fill the pages. As a result of
all this good advertising, CKCS membership peaked at over 1,700 members. Big
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city computer societies couldn’t believe a small city the size of Lexington could
accomplish anything like that.
For this organization, CompuLex shows had perhaps the greatest impact on the
City of Lexington because some of these shows attracted more than 6,000
attendees. These events attracted nationally known speakers. Again, that was a
rather significant accomplishment for an organization this size.
The printed form of the Computer File continued until August 2007 when
additional mailing requirements and printer scheduling problems brought to an
end the “hard copies” of the publication.
In February 2009, an “online” version of the newsletter was begun with many
advantages. We could easily have unlimited numbers of pages and use color
photographs, headings and such, to make the newsletter more appealing.

THE FIRST CKCS NEWSLETTER
A few years after this history document was first published, a copy of the very
first CKCS newsletter named COMPUTER FILE was found and provides an
interesting insight to problems early computer users faced, plus announcement
of activities offered by a young Central Kentucky Computer Society.
This original issue has been scanned and reproduced in its entirety and has been
reproduced on pages at the end of this CKCS History.
You might be worth taking note of the discussion of door prizes on page 11 of
that issue (page 15 of this history). It is interesting that a modem was such an
attractive, important door prize and might be worth $500 even though its speed
and efficiency was so very slow compared with products that today’s computer
users are accustomed. By reviewing this early newsletter, you may enjoy a trip
in the early days of computing.

SHAREWARE
Before CKCS began trade shows, the board of directors sought a way to raise
funds. The solution was selling “shareware”. “Once you bought a computer, you
had no software to run on it and commercial software was pretty high priced and
came with no assurance of a happy outcome,” said Bob Brown. “Back in those
days, operating systems had very little interesting stuff to go with them.”
Shareware provided useful little programs, sometimes simple office applications,
or fun, interesting games and a lot of ham radio stuff, which was a big element of
interest back then. Shareware programs came on 3½ inch floppy disks, and
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since there were no free programs like you might find on the internet today,
shareware filled the gap.
“We went to Turfland Mall, and they agreed to allow us space for free, since we
were a nonprofit organization,” Bob Brown said. “They were always cooperative,
but they were not enthusiastic about our prospects for success”. To their
surprise, “They discovered that we drew a heck of a crowd inside that mall,”
Brown said. “The crowds were substantial, so much so that on subsequent
shows, the mall asked us to move to different portions of the mall thereby
increasing traffic in the areas of certain stores. The sale would start at 10 a.m.
and end about 4:30 p.m.” The mall knew shareware sales were good because
the people were packed around the tables all day long. “They were thrilled with
the crowd that we drew and the mall management could barely keep from
giggling, but they didn’t want us to know that they were thrilled,” Brown said.
Soon mall management wanted to charge rent, but, according to Brown, the
organization was always able to talk its way out of that, using the nonprofit status
as an excuse. Typically CKCS had two shows a year at the mall – spring and fall
– and he recalled one show for which gross sales amounted to over $7,000.
That is moving many shareware programs when you realize the typical disk sold
for $3. Shareware sales continued for several years and those sales were a
successful part of the future CompuLex trade shows that became an eight-year
tradition.
SENIORNET
The idea of CKCS teaching classes with volunteer instructors began in 1992.
The grand opening was attended by all three Lexington TV stations, which had
crews in the crowded SIG room, taping a speech by Mary Furlong, SeniorNet
founder. Lexington Mayor Pam Miller was there also.
In the years since, thousands of Central Kentuckians have received
personalized, hands-on instruction in the CKCS classroom. Most classes are on
basic computer subjects and students have been able to hone their basic and
some advanced computer skills ever since.

CALL IN TELEVISION PROGRAM
During 1997, television station WLEX had a live call-in show devoted to computer
problems. It was part of their 18 Action News broadcast from 6 - 7 p.m. Kurt
Jefferson, a reporter for the television station and a CKCS director, set up the
call-in show. According to Jefferson, this was an experiment as call-in shows
were not common in the area. The show appeared on two occasions.
The first show was on January 14, 1997. WLEX was deluged with interested
watchers phoning in questions about the Internet, how to get a troublesome
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computer to boot up, what type of computer to buy – how much RAM, what size
hard drive, modem, etc. should one get, and it allowed CKCS members could
explain how members in the organization could help them. Four CKCS members
handled the phone calls. The callers voices were not heard on the TV. Instead,
during regular pauses in newscasts, a member taking the call would be asked to
summarize the questions and answers of a previous caller,” said Jefferson.

WLEX CALL IN SHOW In January 1997 four members of CKCS manned the phones at
a WLEX call in show answering computer questions and offering advice. Above, left to
right are Daniel Diachun, owner of a local computer business; Joe Isaac, CKCS Windows
95 instructor; Ed Sturgeon, CKCS director, and Bob Brown, the CKCS SeniorNet
Coordinator.

There was a second call-in show of this same format on May 13, 1997. These
call-in shows were great opportunities for people to get to know CKCS and the
diverse knowledge of its members and at the same time promoted the Society’s
core mission of ‘demystifying technology’ while giving area citizens a helping
hand.

CKCS ON THE MOVE
Initially, CKCS had no permanent home, therefore meetings were held wherever
free space could be had. Before the organization rented its first office, it only had
a mail box at The Mail Room store in the Idle Hour Shopping Center. “Most of
our pathetic belongings were stashed in Richard Gehlbach’s garage and partly in
my garage,” said Bob Brown. The two were next-door neighbors. “We shuttled
junk back and forth as needed.” “Richard recruited me into joining CKCS,
probably because his garage was overflowing”, Brown joked. If there were any
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records to be maintained, they were kept at someone’s home or with whomever
was president at the time.

THE FIRST CKCS OFFICE

In the fall of 1991, the organization boldly rented its first office space at 2891
Richmond Road. It was not an ideal space, but it fit the budget.

It was in a building that one might consider being the ugliest building on
Richmond Road,
maybe even in the
city. It is a funny
looking wooden
structure with tall
white skylights and
what looks like white
telephone poles
sticking out of the
roof. “It looked like
the architect started
to build an office
building and forgot
what he set out to
do,” Bob Brown said.
CKCS rented two
rooms in that
building, right in the
center of the front
entrance. The first
room was
rectangular but had a
curved wall on one
side of the room –
not something you
THE FIRST OFFICE rented by CKCS was on the Richmond Road at the
see very often. The
center entrance of the building shown above. CKCS President Bob
second room was
Brown said the CKCS 2-room office was in the center of the building
even more unusual.
at the end of the sidewalk on which he is standing. The space was
less than ideal. They rented the space in 1991 and stayed a year.
It was an actual circle
and in the middle of it
was what Bob Brown referred to as a concrete silo, which you walked around to
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get to the opposite side of the room. It seems the architect had in mind of putting
a helipad on the roof, and the “silo” was to support that weight; however, the
helipad never happened. It was not the best office space. CKCS was only there
about a year, but “It seemed a lot longer than that to me,” Brown said.

THE SECOND CKCS OFFICE

The second location of the CKCS Resource Center was at 1300 New Circle
Road, a large building that was built for IBM but it had become vacant and CKCS

In 1992, CKCS moved their office to a large building at 1300 New Circle Road, located at
was
able to rent a narrow suite of offices in the middle of that building. This
the intersection of Liberty Road and New Circle Road. They occupied this space for 10
move
in 1992.
The largeinstruction
CKCS sign
placed
on the
frontcontinued
of the
years,was
whilemade
their efforts
in classroom
andwas
special
interest
groups
building
and
was
easily
visible
from
heavily
traveled
New
Circle
Road.
CKCS
to grow in size and number.
occupied this site for 10 years.
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The SIG room in the New Circle Road building was a long slender one and at times there
would be an overflow crowd as depicted by these photos by Joe Isaac, taken on May 1,
2001. Some members had to sit in the hallway and could not even see the projector
screen.

THE THIRD AND CURRENT OFFICE OF CKCS
The organization’s
current location is at
160 Moore Drive. The
move there occurred on
September 1, 2002.
The building provides
adequate space for the
computer classroom
plus a large room that
can seat more than 50,
for use by various SIGs
that meet there about a
dozen times a month.
For several years,
CKCS continued its
public service mission
holding classes in
Wilmore and for a time
they were involved with
“Tubby’s Clubhouse”,
sponsored by the
former UK basketball
coach Tubby Smith, to
help children with
special needs learn the
intricacies of a
computer and the skills
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CKCS moved to their current location at 160 Moore Drive Suite 107
on September 1, 2002 which had less square footage than its
previous location, but the floor plan offered much more useful
space to the society.
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related in computer usage at school and in the home.
EPILOGUE
As the organization aged, it is amazing what a dedicated group of volunteers who
established goals and objectives and carried them to fruition has accomplished.
With technology now progressing at warp speed, who knows what the future may
hold for CKCS in the years ahead? The leadership constantly modifies lesson
plans, modernizes existing computers, updates programs, and adjusts training
goals to meet the needs of the community.

CREDITS
: A special thank you to David Reed of Santa Teresa, NM and to Arthur Abshire, Bob Brown, Joe
Isaac, Kurt Jefferson and Paul Stackhouse, of Lexington, for taking time to provide information for
us to present a bit of history about the Central Kentucky Computer Society.
Thanks also to Joe Isaac for the historical pictures we used. A special thanks to Bob Brown for
finding about a dozen copies of the Herald-Leader inserts COMPUTER FILE he saved. As
additional photos or information about the early days of CKCS surfaces, we will strive to update
this History document accordingly.
Please understand that much of the information and dates herein are based on the recall efforts
by individuals about events up to 30 years ago. It is the best information that came to mind at the
time of the interview. Dates could vary slightly.
I hope you have enjoyed this bit of history of the Central Kentucky Computer Society.
---------Jerry Heaton
jerry.heaton@ckcs.org

A REPRODUCTION OF THE FIRST ISSUE OF COMPUTER FILE BEGINS ON
THE NEXT PAGE
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